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NEW MfiJCICO, FRIDAY,

QUAY COUNTY,

CONTEST NOTICE
Sorlal No. 011397 .
Contest No. 58oa '
Department of the Interior U. S. Lisa!
Office at Toeuincari, Now Ifixlco

MID VALLEY.

January

21

. 191(5,

it, tot.

February

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF TUB EIGHTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATU
OF NW MEXICO, WITHIN
AND FO THE COTNTY OF

To Mrs. Mattle Falrchlld. widow of QUAY.
Tasoer O Fall-chiltanaKri nf Jesse C.
Pearson.
J. L. Hilton was a San Jon
Olostee, Oklahoma, and San Jon Kw
vs.
OBITUARY
N0.15IJ.
Monday and called at the
Mexico, uoniestee:
Samuel
Yon
Boiwelt,
aro
ct
8.
WHK
hereby noticed that
Sentinel office while in town.
Again death has visited our
lam B Page who gives San Jon,
and
this
time
claimed
community
Mrs. C. E. Bryson and children
New Menco, as his
address.
were Sunday dinner guests at (he our esteemed friend and neighbor, dtd on December 23, 1915, rile In this
John Jennings, who passed away office his duly corroborated aoiHea.
White bom.
la pursuance of judgement of
bis bom in the north part of tlon to contest and secure the cauco- at
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Otto
iowd innrsaav arternoon, alter a lation of your AJdl Homestead Entry
the State of
Christy, Sunday night, a daughter
Serial no. ona97 made May HI, 190, I
lingering illness of several months
All getting along nice'y.
W Nil Sec, 15, New Mexico. wit&fa and for the
forSSElSec,10and
the direct cause of his death being
Township BN , Range 34E., N. M. P. County of Qua, id the above en
Bro. J. I. Keller and family
brigbts disease. Deceased was Meridian, and as grounds lor his con titled cause, rendered October
7th
ecK
'were callers at the home of ye
born near Syracuse. N. Y Feb. test ho alleges that said entrvmaw 1915,
the
obtain
whereby
plaintiff
itor Sunday afternoon.
87th, 1830, and would have been or his heirs or legal representatives ed
Mrl. . M. Dudley left Wednej. 77 years old bad he lived until the nave wnoily abandoned the aald n.l , ludgmeat against the defend
for more
.
esiwak t it.,
years lastl
day rnorning (or Fort Worth, and 27th. of the present month. He try ana next than three
for
One
baadrtf
atrj tweety-Do- I.
pryor to this date, in
'a.
I
other Teias points, on ad extended was a member of the G. A. R. He pw
ua6 iney nave not cultivated
anj lartftstfttrlryHtftcatttt, wltn
Visit.
was married at Beaver Dam Wis- - land on the said entry, or the clalm-ant- a
from date 6t judgemtat at
Original Entrv durlrwr.thtii Mm
Mr. Hafvey Armor and.eistrr eonsJih in r?6a toOrpba A. Meyeight ptr cent per aauum, until
Kept op tne improvements thereon,
Mras.Nll were Sm.diy afternoon er?, who "proceeded him tothr hot- - or
aua said abandonment still exist and paid, and for all cdsti of laft and
ter wertd on July tfth 1913. To has cot oee
viritots at J. T. Whites.
cured, iior has patent to Safe of the property ieretaaftr
this
union
children
ioer
were
said
the
born.
work
entry focon earned either described:
Bring your
vis-visit- or
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T7o have a rrood
ouwply of wright'c

Cole bra ted Liquid
Smoke and Ham Piob

le. TRY IT and pre

serve the sweetness of
YOTJB

1
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Da
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contest

all trf whom are still living. They under the three or Are y ear law.
NOTICE IS HEREBY
You are, therefore, fnther rioMHn
are Mts. C. F. Marden, Norton,
that the undersiened.
GIVEN,
that tbe said allegations will be tak Sheriff
A. K. Jewel made a business Miss Ellen
aid Thomas W. en
of
Quay County, New Mex-iety this i.fllce as having been contrip to Tucurhcari Wednes Jay malt- ol San ifon. and Charles A. of fessed
Will
oa
the 3rd day of March
by you, and your said entry
ing the trip with a party of dram-rr.er- s Huchinson, Kansas.
will be frtiicelud thereunder without A, D. 19x6, at ten o'clock in the
is their auto.
Everything, that tender bands your futher right to be heard there- forenoon of said day, at the front
Mr. Stephen Pritchard who vis- ana loving ccarts could do, was in, either before this office or ou ap door of the
County Court House
ited bis friend J. D. Stone, the done to relieve his suffering, al peal, 11 you rail to file in this office, at Tucamcari, Quay
Ccuoty, New
within
drayman at Tacumcari oyer Sun- though he bore his pain without FOURTHtwenty days after the Mexico, sell at public auction to
publication of this notice
day, returned to San Jon Monday. complaint. Loved and respected as shown below, your answer, under tbe highest bidder for cssb the
morning.
by all who knew him, another oath, speclfloally meeting and respon f&llowing described property lyiag
On account o'f another rase of j Rood citizen has passed on to his ding to these allegations of Potest, and being in' Quae Countv. New
.
or If villi fall irffhln !,
diphtheria having developed in th reward. May we who are left to rile in this offloe due
nroof
vnn
that
The Southwest Otrartcr of the
community the San Jon schools mourn his loss profit by the ex- have served a
copy of your answer on
were closed, to stop a spread
emplary life he lived, and likewise the said contestant, either In npronn
Northwest
Quarter (SWr 4
receive a good reward"
or by registered mail. If this service Is
NWt-- )
the disease.
of Section Five
5
The funeral services, were held made by the delivery of a copy of your
Towaship Tea to North of
Charley Jennings, of Huchison
this Friday afternoon at the resit answer to the contestant in nrAri.
TWrty.five (35) East,
Kansas, came in Friday to be wit!)
proofofsuch "service must heelthrti hv
M. P. M.
his father, John Jennings, durittg dence, conducted by Rev. Kelly, the said contestant's
K
written acknow M. . . ...
his sickness, and visit other rela which were attended by a larce ledgment of his receipt of the cony. mat 1 win apply the proceeds of
crowd of sorrowing friends.
The showingUio
.
or,, tabj aale to the paymt
tites aod Jtienda. aatd
Maaoniti Fraternity took charge of the aflldavlt of the person by whom
Edwin Porter, Dud Reed, A. H the remains
the delivery was made stating when
after the funeral serv and
J, F. Ward,
where the copy was (leliverml;
Jewell, C. E. Weldeo, W. C
ices,. acting as pall f earers, and
ShcTW ofOuayConaty, N, Mei.
mmm
u
"
;
regiscerca mall., proof ot
Wills, John Cresapi" Ant Martih buried him with r
By E. E. Winter, Deputy.
appropriate exer- - euch service must corislHt of the affi
and J. T. White were Tucuincari
I avlt of
cises.
the nerson bv- whom th..w VV1I.
.nm. R. A: Prentice,
business Visitors Wednesday.
Weep not that his toils are over,
ttatJf when ud the Tucurncari, N. Mex.
jft
Uncle Jerry Martin came in Sat
not
his
that
is
race
Weep
run.
Attorney for Plaintiff.
vrday and squared accounts with Ood grant we may rest as
NCTICIt FOR FUBLICA TIOnT
calmly, 'by tlie postmaster's receipt for the
Uncle Jerry had been quite
010377
Wben our work, like his. is done, letter.
ouaia
sick several days previous but Til
'
You
BDuld
In
state
(hen we yeild with gladness,
yow answer uepmineot of the InbaHcir TT c
was feeling all right again.
ine Poswmeeto which Land Ofllce at Tucmacaxl. N. M
:nw
Our father to Him to keeD
voa dfi , . ,,. " nnl.i.- - tA
15.
w aw ovli Deoemhar.W,
A. J. Peck handed us a doller And rejoice in the sweet
assuranc, to you
Is
Notice
hereby given UuaJlm
for a years subscription to the He giveth His loved one
R. P Donohoo, Register.
sleep."
li. Gales, of Bard, v. m., who, on
Sentinel last week. Mr. Puck savs
Felioe Satichez v
We extend our sympathy i the tate of lirst publication Dan. 28, 1916 Marcn mh, 1909. made Original
be has his house alinot ready for
Entr Vn nimn? tn,avri
" second
cu.
r
iaw and, whoon April 18. 1912, made Add'l
occtTpancy on his claim he recenth bereaved ones.
" third
11, rfuio .Hd. Kotry
No. 01C219. for Nnrth
led on southwest 01 town.
"
fourth
ee5355555535555S5253
iui westX See. 7 Townahlp
UN., Bapge
Miss Alma Jennings of Came ron
a. m. p. Meridian, lias fled 110
job,
1:
and Mr. Dee Smith, of Endee.each
ttceof Intenttonto make Naal Ore
iled on 330 acre homsteads aMbis
ysar on Orteloal and cn Addition.
al 3 year Proof, to establish claim to
office Tuesday.
Many new people
W
E
W
sWIf
IE
M
J1 sTOB PI A
( the land above described, before Jewse
are coming to New Mexico, tbe
Wlilte, U. S. Commissioner, at
;t.
Sunshine State" in search of
Kan Jon, Wew Mexico. on the 2lst
cheap homes, which will soon be
d:iy or February ljie.
Claimant names as wftmrnM!
thing of the past..
Lee Jacksen, Clold D. Wrhrbt. f
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YOU ABE RESPECTFULLY
fartod to vjih our mt!lvion and to

s&an

tin

us

ofotirtutnes.

Tho personal attention which

th Q&cm of
this Bank extend to every customer is a most
important factor in guaranteeing efficient service
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Melvin Simington, the five year old
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Simington
was taken sick with diphtheria,
Sunday, Dr. Buggs was called,
who administered antitoxin, and he
is getting along alright at present.
S. W. Newbaoks has rented the
San Jon hotel and expects to move
in Monday. The hotel will be repaired and generaly fixed up inside,
and the new management ex
pect to be v eady to serve the public
by March 1st.
Read our adds they will interest
you. Especially read nursery add.
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SAN JON, jWe Most fieautilully Located
Town, aad in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo- -

trading point of the valley.

. A we ak is tht yM wiB
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wa.
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NOTICE
, John Puckett, of Tucurncari will
preach at the School house in Sen
Jon Saturday night and Sunday at
11 A. M., February 12th. and 15th
The Dr. said; "that all meet-tog- s
would be open to adults but
all children are asked to .stay at
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J. T. WHITE, Local Agt., San Jon. N.M.

R0e Atams, daughter
and Mrs. J. A. Atkins is

i

.

of Mr.

reported
sick at her home with diphtheria.
This makes tbe second new case
since our last issue. The schools
were closed again Monday and the
children cautioned about visitting
back and forth, and congregating
at any place. All should assist in

PIa?R farltior.'

San Jon Sentinel
Krn iTDJAn
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SENTINEL

SAN JON. NEW MEXICO.
USIu3 THE

Y"

S

II

MADI FOUNDATION
APPtTIZINQ 0I1HIS.

MAY

'

LEFT-OVEO-

h

FOR

Clever Housewife Will Quickly Learn
How to Prepare Thm So That
There le No Hint of Rehash,
ing tome Direction.

cam cos
Ml KSl
Decidedly Encouraging From
ery Standpoint.

Ev-

SHOULD BE OFTEN ON TABLE
Servtd In te Many
Applts May
Ways That It Will B Long
Before They Pall.
raw should be ripe,
Arple
If they have come from the market
they should be washed before being
served.
Pared and rllced apples may be kept
from discoloring by putting them Into
a salt solution, one level tablespoonful
of alt to three pints of cold water.
fresh apples are not
Improved in cooking by the use of cln
namon or other condiments.
To make "bird's nest," fill a pie tin
which has perpendicular sides, with
apples cored and cut into eighths. Add
a very little water, cover with a bis
cuit crust, and bake 25 minutes, or un
til the apples are tender. When baked,
turn the crust side down on a large
platter, sprinkle with sugar and serve
with cream.
For apple sauce, prepare apples as
f
for bird's neet, place in an
saucepan with a small amount of wa
ter and cook until tender but not
mushy. Add small amount of sugar,
continue the cooking for a minute or
two, and then remove and allow to

COULDN'T DO
HER WORK

BEAUTIFY

YD!)

HAIR

d

Wat So Serioui
Littlt Daughter Had to Takt

Says Condition

Charge of Work, But
Cardui Helped.

Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxun
lant and Rtmove Dandruff Real
Surprise for You.

Tour hair becomes light, wavy, fluf.
toft, lus.
trous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Danderlne hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time... This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and In Just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once.
Danderine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the scalp, forever stopping Itch
ing and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing ell over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of It, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
and just try it. Adv.
fy, abundant and appears as

Speaking of condition generally In
Canada, the most encouraging feature
of the year, from a trade and financial
Burbank, Fla. "About a year and a
standpoint, ha been the bountiful
halt ago," writes Mrs. Florence Rogwith
us."
ways
Ccturrb ciescs infln&oMdon.
ers of this place. "I had got In very bad
There are none who care to know harveit of the Northwest, where a
Izflammaaon is the stagnation that
health. Everything was wrong. I
Increased
area
under
cultivagreatly
are being served with left
couldn't eat anything that didn't make
oi wood tne eormur of tne overs,they
no matter how appetizing these tion has given the highest average
me suffer.
My limbs also gava
yield in the history of the couptry. It
cirrulatioQ with impure Mood may be made. Yet, even In the
me great pain and the pains in the
Of coarse yoa cant be well under
is
eatimated
of
that
the
grain crop
families there are bits ot
limbs extending down to the knees. I
tut coMtiaea. It
neadscbes,
r
food which, If care and Manitoba, Saskatchewan ar.d Alberta
too had awful pains in the back and
iMigesaon, KKaey troaDie, cough,
in health;
was very thin and
thought is used, may be served again has a market value to the producers ot
without a suspicion that they are re approximately four hundred million
also, I had pains in the chest and
dollars, In the use of which we may
stomach was terribly nervous. Everyhashed.
The soup kettle has been aptly anticipate not only the liquidation of
thing would startle me. . . .
mes the circulation, invigorate the termed the kitchen waste basket, re much Indebtedness, but the stimulaAn acquaintance told me of the
tion of current trade.
system, removes tne wasw natter and
great benefit she had received from
ceiving many a choice manuscript
so I thought I would
The annual reports of the various
Cardui.
brightens yoa op.
which might otherwise go for naught
try it inasmuch as I was in so serious
Foods thrown away by extravagant banks throughout Canada are now be
a condition. I was so bad off I couldn't
They savor of opt!
cooks would feed an entiro family, and ing published.
Of service to the public entitle It to a
do my work. The little daughter had
mism
all
the way through, and, con
well.
puce wun yon.
to take charge of the work, and I could
cool.
Now for a few examples: The bones trary to what might be generally ex
hardly walk. . . .
and carcass of a turkey cracked and pected in war times, business is good
I began using Cardui, and In about a
Ike Perooa Company
DRY
DO
Colombo, Ohio
CLEANING AT HOME
put into cold water, then brought to everywhere.
I
week I felt much Improved.
Ton can jet Peruna in tablet form
The General Manager of the Bank of
the simmering point and cooked for
got better right along, after taking the
for convenience.
Montreal
the
recent
at
annual
meet
several hours, makes a good flavored
Satisfactory Results May Be Obtained Cardui, getting better every day. In
Without the Expense of Pro
broth which may be used in any num ing said: "The position of Canada is
about two weeks after taking the
If the wife would practice all her
a highly favored one, with an assured
fesslonal Services.
Cardui, I was able to do all my work husband preaches there would be fewWoman began her career as a rib; oer or ways to make soup, as a
In a month er grounds for divorce.
except the washing.
liquid for meat sauces, and as a flavor future of growth, development and
bow she ia the whole umbrella.
Make a stock solution of' eight more, I could do all my work, the
for gravy. The bits of meat left on general prosperity."
In the same report it is said that the ounces strong ammonia, one-haounce washing too. . . .
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
Dr. Pierre' Pleasant Pellets are the the bones of the carver, If cut in bits,
f
Canadian
I have found it a great remedy and use "Renovlne" and be cured. Do not
West
a chloroform and
"has
recovered
to
aaaea
ounce
to
ether,
40
tnick,
liver
gravy
little
pilla put up
riginal
year
.
m
i
i ip
)
wait until the heart organ Is beyond
go. i at reguiata uver anajiooweis. Aar. (also a
placed in a baking marked extent from the economic dis Cork tightly and keep away from the boon for women."
j
Ladies! Take Cardui for your trou- - repair. "Renovlne" Is the heart and
face, says the Scientific American,
dish and covered with seasoned location of a year ago.'
The season's wheat and other cereal Dissolve one bar of naphtha soap in toes. For sale by all druggists.
ner7e tonic. Price 60c and f 1.00. Adv.
The success of a nurse girl depends mashed potato, brushed with egg to
have exceeded all previous rec- three gallons hot water, add one-hal- f
a
make
crops
brown
nice
on her attention to little things.
crust, then baked,
The regular army in Hawaii is to b
Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria
is a dish which the entire family will ords In quantity and quality, and, de-- teaapoonful each of baking soda, salt
like.
spite the enormous yield, prices have and alum and three tablespoonfuls of has an opal weighing 17 ounces, which increased from 9,600 to 22,000 in the
next two years.
the
A half cupful of stewed tomato, less been uncommonly well maintained,
mix is valued at $150,000.
It would be difficult to exaggerate ture.
or more, may be added to the turkey
DONT 8NIFFLE!
To clean oriental or other rugs to
bone broth with celery saltt salt, pep the importance of these results to the
Don't worry along; with a bad
Ton can rid yourself of that cold In For
per, And two tablespoonfuls of boiled Prairie Provinces and the Dominion their original brightness make a lather the head
back. Get rid of It. It's a sign you
by taking Laxative Qulnidine
and dip a brush in It, shaking out su
haven't taken care of yourself
rice, and you have a fine hot soup to at large
Tablets. Price 25c. Also used in
The prosperity of those engaged in perfluous water. Go over the rug with cases
serve on a cold night.
haven t had enough air, exercise
of La Grippe and for severe
and sleep. Probably this has up
A half cupful of canned salmon is mixed farming and ranching is most this brush and the lather dries out headaches. Remember
that. Adv.
set your kidneys. Get back to sensl
almost Immediately. No harm what.
left over from a previous meal. Shred encouraging.
ble habits, and give the kldneya
The flour mills In Manitoba, Sas ever is done to the best oriental rug,
the fish with two forks, add a chopped
Heading Him Off.
K Antiseptic,
help. Then, if it's kidney backache,
To sponge spots from clothing, even
sour pickle or a few olives, some katchewan and Alberta are busy and
"This war is exhausting Europe,
the dizziness, lameness and tired'
Cleansing
delicate
and
are
a
silk,
soft
well.
a
and
Their
little
combined
upholstery,
chopped
dip
doing
cabbage
celery,
daily
and"
ness will disappear. Use Doan'a
and
XX
the
'tn
a
as
reIs
as
with
sponge
boiled
lather,
about 27,000 barrels.
It's making roe mighty tired, too.
wring
dry
simple
capacity
dressing, the
Kidney Pills the best recommendHailing
sult Is a most appetizing salad which
ed kidney remedy.
Can't you talk about something else?"
The large advances of the Dominion possible and sponge off the spot.
To wash sweaters, blankets or other
may be served on lettuce or shredded Government to farmers in certain dis5om Your Stock
An Oklahoma Case
A HINT TO WISE WOMEN.
cabbage. Tuna fish is especially good tricts, principally lu the form of seed, flannels let the mixture become nearly
C. Ford, 423
served this way or with hot riced po were made very opportune! and have cold, soak the garments in It half an
Don't suffer torture when all female
TmE!2Sf sw- wMra,
f'n nrtaw A v
hour or less, squeeze dry, rinse in trouble will vanish in thin air after using.
tatoes. Place the hot fish in the cen- been amply Justified
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potatoes,
Business in many important lines is
to me for years,
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Cut,
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in strips seasoned with butter been transformed
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those of the Canadian Pacific in their
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little zest.
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of
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days
Made Since 1846.
his own potato and eats it with this
cut in cubes, may be served as a
CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
pudding garnish, with hard sauce or pared with same month year ago, in sauce. Get half a pound of smoked
Price 25c, 50e and 91.00 .
crease no less than $5,291,000 or 67.6
whipped cream.
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cent
a
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against
per
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gain in and chop Into small dice; fry until
All
will make delicious pudding sauces or October, and a decrease of 4
per they begin to crisp, then add an equal
as liquid in fruit cake and as salad cent in September.
amount of chopped onion, mix and
H. V. Meredith, of the Bank of Mont- cook slowly, stirring
dressings for fruit, particularly if It is
occasionally until
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Prompt Relief Permanent Curt light In color, like peach, pear or pine- real, in a recent address delivered at the onion is a fine yellow color, but
Montreal, declared that the most en- not to blacken. Serve hot in gravy
apple Juice.
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Mitchell's Early Double Proline Cotton defies green pepper chopped fine, If liked,
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
oi from
Ineeels, disease, frust end unEurope and the United States as and preserves either in the kitchen
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Remedy tor Kidney, Bladder end all Urie Acid Troubles
Add two spoonfuls of catchup. Pour of it. All my sisters smoke. Puck.
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over the lettuce two spoonfuls ol
Dr. Eberle and Dr. Bralthwalte as during many years of experimentation
case like this will add much to the
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distinguished has discovered a new remedy which
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into four quarters.
your Eyes youna- and you will look young-Authors agree that whatever may be is thirty-sevetimes more powerful
After the Movies Murine Tour Eyes. Don't
the disease, the urine seldom falls In than llthia in removing uric acid from
tell your as;e. Murine Eye Remedy Co..
Raw Carrots.
Grind the Pork With Beans.
Chicago, Send Eye Book on request
Take nice, fresh, crisp carrots, furnishing us with a clue to the princi- the system. If you are suffering from
If one Is not fond of pork baked in
ples upon which It Is to be treated, backache or the pains of rheumatism,
Canada has 1,415,000 men liable for scrape and put through a food chop- and accurate knowledge
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Piles Relieved by First Application
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caused rheumatism, gout or sciatica Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
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And cured In 6 to 14 dsys by PAZO OINTMENT
or you suspect kidney or bladder for the blood have been favorably
Ihs universal remedy for all loms el Pilaa.
8nd Soap In Your Food Chopper.
To Clean White Kid Shoes.
Drowiau refund money if it tails, too;
If the knives of your food chopper trouble Just write Dr. Pierce at the known for the past forty years and
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become black and dull, run a piece of Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.; send more. They are standard remedies
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are In reality
and milk Is excellent for cleaning
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as well as Doctor Pierce's
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Tou will receive free medical Pleasant Pellets for the liver and
you would a potato. It brightens and
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When a man is In his cups he should sharpens the knives and they cnt like examined the urine this will be care- one of these remedies by writing Dr.
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new.
fully done without charge, and yoa Pierce, and sending 10c for trial pack
beware of family Jars.
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Decidedly Encouraging From Ev
ery Standpoint.

Speaking of conditions generally in

Canada, the most encouraging feature
of the year, from a trade and financial
standpoint, has been the bountiful
harvest of the Northwest, where a
greatly increased area under cultlva
tion has given the highest average
yield in the history of the country. It
Is estimated that the grain crop ot
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
has a market value to the producers of
approximately four hundred million
dollars, iu the use of which we may
anticipate not only the liquidation of
much indebtedness, but the stimulation of current trade.
The annual reports of the various
banks throughout Canada are now being published.
They savor of optimism all the way through, and, contrary to what might be generally expected in war times, business is good
everywhere.
The General Manager of the Bank ot
Montreal at the recent annual meed-lusaid: "The position ot Canada is
a highly favored one, with an assured
future of growth, development and
general prosperity."
Ia the same report it Is said that the
Canadian West "has recovered to a
marked extent from the economic dislocation of a year ago."
The season's wheat and other cereal
crops have exceeded all previous records in quantity and quality, and, despite the enormous yield, prices have,
been uncommonly well maintained.
It would be difficult to exaggerate
the Importance ot these results to the
Prairie Provinces and the Dominion
at large.
The prosperity of those engaged in
mixed farming and ranching is most
encouraging.
The flour mills In Manitoba,
and Alberta are busy and
are doing well. Their combined dally
capacity is about 27,000 barrel.
The large advances ot the Dominion
Government to farmers In certain districts, principally in the form of seed,
were made very opportune! and have
been amply justified by the very large
crop yield In those districts.
Business In many Important lines Is
good and should continue to improve
as returns from grain yet to be marketed are received.
The general business outlook bas
been transformed by the large crop.
The returns of the gross earnings of
Canadian railroads for November show
those of the Canadian Pacific Increased $1,796,000 or 78 per cent for
the last nine days ot the month. Compared with same month year ago, increase no less than $5,291,000 or 67.6
per cent against a 45 per cent gain In
October, and a decrease of 4V& per
cent in September.
H. V. Meredith, of the Bank of Montreal, In a recent address delivered at
Montreal, declared that the most encouraging feature from a trade and
finance standpoint had been the bountiful harvest of the Northwest, where
the greatly Increased area under cultivation had given the highest average
In history of the country. He estimated (he grain crop ot the three
provinces at a value of over $100,000,'
U00, and said that such remarkable
would have the effect of attract
lng the tide of immigration to our
shores, when the world is again at
peac6. The restoration of a favorable
balance In our foreign trade Is a factor of supremo importance at the present time.
It Is the general opinion In the East
that the 1915 grain crop In the Prairie Provinces not only nut the whole
Dominion in a Bounder trade and financial standing, but that It will also result in a big Increase in Immigration
to the West ot agricultural settlers,
who will Include capitalized farmer
from Europe and the United States a
well as homesteaders. Advertisement.
Literal,

had a fall"I hear the newly-weding out yesterday."
"So soon? What was It about?"
"About the turn In the road yonder.
Their rear tire blew up."
s

To Drive

Out Malaria

And Build Up The System
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S

TASTELESS chill TONIC. You know
what you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label, showing it is
btiinine aud Iron in a tasteless form. The
Quinine drives out malaria, the Iron
Euilds up the system. 50 cents.

SAN JON, NEW MEXICO.
REGAL

DINNER GOWNS

WORTH

IS SHOWING SOME MAG
NIFICENT COMBINATIONS.

Gorgeous Wraps Trimmed With Mus
quash Meet Special Approbation of
Paris Correspondent Hesd- dress for Small Woman.
Worth Is making some regal dinner
gowns In
velvet com1
blned with bands of musquash. This
U a highly successful combination and
one which Is not necessarily extravagant. 1 have recently seen many lovely evening gowns and wraps trimmed
with musquash and I like them Immensely, writes a Paris correspondent.
This fur looks lovely when Juxta
posea wun rose Dubarry panne or
with Belgian-blubrocaded velvet
Chez Worth I also saw sable skins be
lng freely used on dinner dresses and
I was told that mink Is one ot the most
popular furs of the winter season
Printed gauze looks very beautiful
when bordered with black fox and
trimmed, so far as the corsage is concerned, with glittering embroideries.
Some of the new printed gauze ma.
terlals show highly artistic designs
and white on a brilliant blue ground,
for example, or conventional flowers
In dull red on a background covered
with dark green leaves.
I have seen these printed gauze materials used for long evening cloaks,
with a deep hem ot fur and a gigantic
collar of the same framing the face.
When deep hems of fur are Introduced
on evening coats and wraps the fronts
are, as a rule, left plain and there Is
a very elaborate celnture to confine
the garment at the waist.
For inexpensive evening wraps
white or natural brown marabout is Introduced instead of fur, and with excellent effect. Pure white marabout
makes an Ideal shawl collar tor a girl's
evening coat and the latter should be
made of bright rose or sapphire blue
velvet it a really good result Is desired.
Crushed strawberry panne is an
Ideal material for evening coats, and
this material looks very attractive and

FOR KERCHIEFS

AND

GLOVES

Dainty Sachets That Cost Little and
Are Ksslly Msde of Japanese
Paper Serviettes.
Handkerchief and glove sachets
make most Jellghfful presents, and
are a necessity If gloves, etc., are to
look their best; if they are left knocking about the drawers, they quickly
look soiled and creased. The sachets
here described cost very little, for
they are made from Japanese paper
serviettes.
For the handkerchief case two serviettes are needed; choose those with
a straight border and pretty patterns
round.
Cut some cotton wool the same size
as the serviettes, sprinkle It with
violet or rose sachet powder, according to the floral decoration on the serviettes, and lay between '.be servl- -

e

side of them must, of
course, be faced up. Tack all together,
then take ribbon the color of the flow
ers on the serviettes and bind the
ribbon
edges all round; an inch-widwould do nicely. Now turn the cor
ners in Just like an envelope; on each
corner sew a strip of ribbon so that
the sachet Is closed by simply tying
the top and bottom points together.
making pretty bows.
The glove sachet Is made up in the
same manner, save for the folding.
For this sachet, fold the serviettes,
after they have been padded and
bound Into two lengthwise; turn down
corner of the top cover
the right-hanand secure with a stitch.
Sew a strip of ribbon to each side in
the center, so that the sachet is closed
by tying the ribbons in a pretty bow
When these are made in sets, the
same kind ot serviettes should be
used, and the same kind of scent
sachet powder placed on the wadding.
They wear beautifully, the paper is
very strong, and if they get soiled in
time they are easily cleaned by rub
bing them over with a piece of stale
bread; but they are so Inexpensive
one would not hesitate to renew them.

Not Gray Balrs bat Tired Kjtt
make us look older than we are. Keep
young and you will look young.
Eyes
your
After the Movies Murine Tour Eyes. DonTt
toll your age. Murine Eye Remedy Co.,
Chicago, Sends Eye Book on request

Canada bas 1,415,000 men liable for
military service, of whom 75 per cent
are physically fit.
Plies Relieved by First Application

tr

PAZO OINTMENT,
And cured in 6 to 14 dan
the universal renndjr for ill lormi ot Filet,
prusgiitt refund nouey it it fails, too.

When a man Is In hts cups he should
beware of family jars.

Whatever May Encourage Produc
tion of More and Better Beef Is
of Interest to All Humanity-Bree- ders
Merit Recognition.

Only One Among the Numerous Allur
ing Things That May Be Worked

With the Needles.

Every day reveals some new article
which can be crocheted. In fact, this
is a crocheting and knitting season.
One of the newest articles Is a pair ot
sandals. These are provided with
straps which cross the Instep and
with longer crocheted straps which
are to be wrapped around the ankle,
thus holding the sandals securely on
the foot.
When crocheting caps, bootees,
gloves, etc., for the baby, you may as
well make one of the new crocheted
covers for the little coat hanger. 01
course, the cover will fit only the arms
of the hanger. The hook should be
wound with ribbon. Ribbon rosettes
attached to the ends of the hanger will
soften Its otherwise severe lines.
room noth
In the
ing could be more appropriate than a
round cushion crocheted In black and
ornamented with white crocheted rose-

original when trimmed with undyed
fitch and when the wrap Is lined with
silk. This sounds
pale lemon-yelloa curious combination of color, but I
have seen it exploited with great suc
cess.
The head I have sketched this week
shows a new and artistic coiffure. The
back view figure gives one ot the latest evening headdresses.
Here the
hair is softly drawn away from the
face and arranged at the back ot the
head In clusters of curls. For small
women this is an excellent headdress;
it adds height to the figure, and at tt)
buds.
same time dignity.

black-and-whi-

BE OF SATIN very becoming line to the average
wearer.
Fashion Has Decreed That That MaMADE OF OSTRICH FEATHERS
terial Is to Take the Place of
the Popular Velvet.
Remarkably Pretty Roses and Pansiei
d
Are In Favor With the
Once more comes a change in hat
Parisiennes.
fashions. Indeed, the change Is less
concerned with the shapes than with
Some
The high authorities
the fabrics.
rarely "lovely roses and
who control the destinies of fashions pansles, made entirely of soft ostrich
have decreed that satin shall take the feathers, were seen a few days ago,
The
place of velvet in the intermediate writes a Paris correspondent.
weeks that separate the winter season roses were In subtle shades of pink
and the way in which
from that of the approaching spring. and wine-red- ,
Of course, the reason for the dis the petals were imitated, In feather,
carding of the velvet chapeau la was wonderful. The soft ostrich trimfound in the need of new things tor ming was cleverly curved back to give
women of fashion, who will soon leave the natural shape of the rose, and
Winter's temperatures behind them even the leaves were made of feathers,
The In shade of green and brown. Flowers
and depart for summer climes.
satin hat Is offered as an accompani- of this kind will be used to trim the
and the af new picture hats.
ment for the tailor-madAnother floral novelty took the guise
ternoon frock of silk or satin. Pres
of water lilies made of white suede,
In
successor
Its
find
we
shall
ently
the straw model, Intended to accom framed In large leaves made of dark
green taffetas. These flowers were
pany lingerie gowns.
expensive, which is not
exceedingly
new
of
the
number
A noticeable
made by
Wa are laree. This means they are surprising since theyin were rue
de la
the
artist
Intended to add a picturesque note to a
was
so
suede
soft
white
Palx.
The
are
bandof
them
the costume. Some
It looked exactly like real water-lil- y
ed with Jet or other pallletted garni-whil- e that
petals, and the golden centers
there are models trimmed
were
made of chiffon velvet and suede
and
with goura feathers, paradise
cloverly combined.
burnt ostrich.
An fiffort is being made to depart
Neck Ribbons.
fmm the conventional sailor shape
Half-incribbon In bright colors,
or
me
In which the majority
large
Is worn about the
crosswise,
hats have been shown for the last striped
blue
three seasons. The crowns are per neck with white blouses or with
World-Heralthe
Omaha
says
frocks,
serge
their
than
predeceshaps a bit higher
The ends are pulled through
sors and the M-- a at one side Is extended to form a contrast with that of a silk button, and this little ornament
the other side. Sometimes the wider can be pulled back and forth to make
brim is curled upward and gives a the neck opening of an desired size.
ARE TO
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well-know-
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FARM MACHINERY WASTE
More machinery rusts out
than wears out. More machinery is thrown away on account of a few parts giving out
than because of the wearing out
ot the entire machine.
Who pays the bill?
Who keeps the many large
machinery concerns in business?
The farmer.
When other lines of business
are slack or dead, there Is practically no decrease In the manufacture of farm machinery, because the farmer Is a steady
buyer and always in the field
for another machine or for
some new type of farm machine.
How waste may be stopped:
1. By more careful selection.
2. By buying from reliable)
dealers and manufacturers.
3. By keeping machinery in
repair.
4. By
sheltering machinery
when not in use. F. M. White.
University of Wisconsin Bankers' Bulletin.

GUILD

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
"
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.

The beef steer, after all, is the basis upon which the beef cattle industry Is based. All the breeding, fixing
and fitting of the show herds tends
toward the creation of a butter anl
mal for beef. This being true, then
why not pay a little more attention to
the steer classes at the big stock
shows? Why not increase the prizes
and the classifications so as to make
more of a display out of this end
of the cattle business?
The breeding of fine bulls and fine
cows is all right; the classification
as at present defined in these shows
is all right, so far as it goes; but
since the end of all cattleklnd Is the
butcher's block, It seems as though
there is a lack of encouragement of
the feeder and he producer of beef
cattle. The carlot show of feeders
and fat steers is made a feature that CONTROLLING
FLOW OF MILK
has carried a great deal of weight
with it. This cannot be overdone; it
Is the practical demonstration of the Cow la Necessarily Delicate Piece ol
Mechanism Nervous 8ystem Must
Influence that beef cattle breeding Is
Be Developed Highly.
on
better
better
type,
having
quality,

.Xr

d

d.

Promissory notos are in reality nothing but paper watt 3.

More Attention Is Urged to Steer
Classes at Stock Shows.

e

e

Strictly Modern.
Bhe Do you mind If I smoke?
He Oh, please do! I like the smell
of It. All my sisters smoke. Puck.

BEEF CATTLE INDUSTRY

ettes; the right

PRETTY SANDALS IN CROCHET

HATS

SENTINEL

There are many conditions that may
affect the flow of milk from the dairy
cow. Part of these may be controlled
by man and part cannot. It should
always be borne In mind that an animal capable of consuming large quantities of grass or rough feed and turn
Ins it out In the form of milk must
necessarily be a delicate piece ol
mechanism. The nervous system must
therefore be developed very highly.
Milk secretion is involuntary, but
may be affected indirectly by several
factors. Incomplete and irregular milk
lng and long periods between milking,
even the presence of a stranger or a
dog is sufficient to' affect the milk flow
of many cows. Such practices as
sending the dog after the cows at milking time should never be encouraged,
as it is a regular source of excitement
and irritation.
WOOD HOLDER FOR SAWBUCK

Splendid Beef Type.
and better animal tendency to beef
production.
Beef is the watchword that is being passed down the line from the
breeder to the consumer. Whatever
may encourago the production of bet
ter beef and more beef is of interest
to all humanity. The breeder ot
each breed of cattle should be Interested in having his breed fully represented In the steer classes
The
breeder who breeds and feeds so as
to demonstrate his work on the practical side of cattle growing is a public benefactor, in the fullest sense of
the term, and deserves the recognition of all stock associations and exhibition enterprises. Twentieth Century Farmer.

Log Held Tightly by Means of Chain

Attached to Lever Comfortable
Position for 8awyer.

Sawing wood on a buck ia a very
fatiguing job because the leg, in holding the log In the crotch of the buck,
is In a very unnatural position. With
an improvement on the ordinary saw-bucas shown in the illustration from
Popular Mechanics, the foot is placed
almost on a level with the ground in
a position as if standing in front of
the buck, not only making a natural
and comfortable position, but also
causing the log to be held much more
firmly and without effort.
A piece of hard wood is nailed firm
ly on the two back legs of the buck
near the bottom, a heavy eyebolt is

k,

ATTENTION TO EWES

WINTER

Overcrowding AnRnals Heavy With
Lamb Is Very Dangerous Provide Plenty of Exercise.
In housing breeding ewes during the
winter, attention must be given to the
arrangements of the pens and yards.
Overcrowding ewes that are heavy
with lamb is very dangerous, and during the cold dcys, when the ewes are
kept confined inside of the barn, too
large a flock has a tendency to raisej
the temperature In the barn until they
become too warm and sweaty, and
when turned out In the cold they get
chilled and the result Is catarrh. It
is also much better to keep them In
small bunches ot, say, twenty to forty
ewes. With the smaller breeds a few
more may be kept together, but with
the large mutton breeds you will obtain better results by keeping fewer
In a bunch. Plan to provide means
for the ewes to get exercise, tor breeding ewes cannot well bring vigorous
lambs unless they have plenty of exercise.

Holder for Sawbuck.

screwed into it in the center and a
chain attached. The chain should be
long enough to reach over the largest
log and down to the ground in front
ot the buck. A lever is hinged to the
hardwood crossplece near the center
and extends to the front side of the
buck. A hook is fastened in the front
end of the lever in which to hook the
links of the chain.
A log is placed in the crotch ot the
buck in the usual manner and the
chain is brought over the log and a
link placed In the hook of the lever
while the latter is raised several
Inches from the ground. The lever is
then pressed down by the foot and
BIG INCREASE IN FOOD VALUE the sawing started.
No

Home-GrowFeed Becomes More
Indispensable Than Silage When
Given Fair Trial.
n

GANG

PLOW IN GREAT FAVOR

Large Number of Implements Have
Been Introduced In Recent Years
That the feeding value of corn is
All Give Satisfaction.
Increased 40 per cent when made into
No farming implement of the larger
silage Is no longer questioned by
those who are feeding it. In fact, it capacity is more favorably regarded
is not uncommon to hear farmers say than the gang plow. It is a satisfacthat it increases the value ot corn tion to note that in recent years a
even more.
large number of these plows have been
fact that 50 per Introduced and all are giving excelIt is a
cent of the value of the corn plant Is lent satisfaction.
in the stalk and leaves. Not only is
The usual types carry either
it true that silage increases the value or
bottoms. The plows do good
of corn, but of all other foods fed to work and can be set to run as deep as
live stock.
may bo desired.
feed which
There is no home-growIn the absence of a tractor four
becomes more Indispensable than si- horses are hitched on to a single gang,
lage when It has been given a fair but if the ground is hard five are bettrial. The greatest proof of this is ter, using the strung-ou- t
hitch and havthe fact that farmers who have one ing three in the rear and two in front
silo are building another.
The latter hitch Is entirely practicable and with two lead horses in
Fence Improves Appearance.
the furrow it is possible to do accurate
A fence gives a roadside a sort of plowing.
Dne business touch and speaks well
tor the owner.
Gauge of Milk Production.
'
Food ia the only material from
Avoid Kick From Horse.
which a cow can make milk, therefore,
Speak to the horse when you go Into the right kind of food and as much ot
(he stable. A surprise may prompt ft It as the cow will properly use, wll)
kick.
b the gauge of milk production.
well-know-
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Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this is their Ideal laxative,
because they lovo its pleasant taste
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all tha
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and.
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When its little system is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, indigestion, colic remember, a
cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
good-"Insid-

50-ce- nt

Discovered.
"This is no joke," hissed the villain
in the play.
But the hero was not to be deceived.
He had been in straight American
comedy before.
"I don't believe you," he retorted.
"If it's no joke, what are you going to
do with that seltzer siphon you have
in your hand?"
And though the villain strove to
cover his confusion by all the devices
of his kind, It remained palpably evident. Puck.

IF HAIR IS TURNING
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
Dont Look Old! Try Grandmother's
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
Gray. Faded, Lifeless Hair.
Grandmother kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and abundant
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
that dull, faded or streaked appearance, this simple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect. By asking at
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a
large bottle ot this
recipe,
ready to uso, for about 60 cents. This
simple mixture can be depended upon
to restore natural color and beauty
to the hair and is splendid for dandruff, dry, itchy scalp and falling hair.
A
druggist says every
uses wyetn s sage and sulphur,
day
because it darkens so naturally and
evanly that nobody can tell it has been
applied it's so easy to use, too. You
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw it through your hair, taking
one strand at a time. By morning
the gray hair disappears; after another application or two, it is restored to its natural color and looks
glossy, soft and abundant. Adv.
old-tim- e

well-know- n

Gypsies of Indian Origin?
American Romaul supports the theory that the gypsies originally came
Mr. Black, an English
from India.
writer, makes it plain that most of
their words are derived from the Sanskrit, notwithstanding scholars have
tried to trace the race back to the
Saracens, Canaanltes, lost tribes of
Israel and other ancient peoples.

STOP EATING MEAT IF
KIDNEYS OR BACK HURT
Take a Glass of Salts to Clesn
neys If Bladder Bothers You
Meat Forms Urio Acid.

Kid-

Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble in some form
or other, says a
authority,
because the uric acid in meat excites
the kidneys, they become overworked;
get sluggish; clog up and cause all
sorts of distress, particularly backache
and misery In the kidney region; rheumatic twinges, severe headaches, acid
stomach, constipation, torpid liver,
sleeplessness, bladder and uninary irritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or it bladder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful in a glass ot
water before breakfast for a tew day
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made from the
add of grapes and lemon Juice, combined with lithia, and has been used
for generations to flush clogged kidneys and stimulate them to normal
activity; also to neutralize the acids in
the urine so it no longer irritates, thus
ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot injure anyone;
makes a delightful effervescent lithia-watdrink which millions of men and
women take now and then to keep the
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus
avoiding serious kidney disease. Adv.
well-know- n

er

Its Class.
"What did you say when the author
asked you what yon thought of that
e
rotten
episode in his
play?"
"Told him no lie said I thought tt
was a grate scene."
open-fireplac-

We all admire a man who keepa
things to himself, until we want to
borrow something.
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View of the harbor of Varna, the Bulgarian port on the Black sea. which the Russians are reported to hav
bombarded several times and which they may take if they decide to Invade Bulgaria.

GERMAN INFANTRY

This ii probably the most elaborate deceptive device used by any of the belligerent armies. The French have
mortars in woods and other places, where they are hidden from
posted a large number of their
the enemy's "air eyes." In order to deceive the German aviators, the French have placed very clever fake guns
round the real mortars. They are substantially built of wood and metal to look genuine, and uniformed figures are
placed about to represent the gun squads. When an aviator appears overhead, soldiers a long way off pull strings
to make the figures move. Smoke also comes out of the gun muzzle.

LOSES

I was acked my name I spelled ed, and my gun went across. By this
it 'Tressler,' because I didn't want time the glare from the burned town
anybody to know that I couldn't recall was dying down, and I was wondering
where I came from or who I was.
just what was ahead of us when an
Is Reported Missing.
aeroplane high above dropped a star
"Consequently 'T. F. Truster" went shell. This was followed by a perfect
on the rolls of the missing. Conse hurricane of shells, and the last gun
quently also, I failed to gt-- i mail from to attempt the crossing went into the
It was water. Emerging from a wood, we
my fiancee and my parents.
not until last summer when I was ran into a murderous gunnre rrom
wounded In the leg so badly that I was German Infantry and machine guns.
sent to England that I made any at My gun and others of our battery
tempt to find out who I was. I con were hurled into this open
flded my story to an Englishwoman field, swung around and in less than
of high rank who was interested in two minutes opened fire on the Ger-

III BATTLE, WQOS
FIANCEE ANEW

fire-swe-

Canadian, Mind Made Blank by
Shell Concussion, Does Not
Know Parents.

THAN

FICTION

Thomas Truster, Sent Back t Front
From Hospital, Fails to Recall His
Name and Is Reported Missing
Forgets 8weethert and
Falls In Love With Her
"All Over Again."
New York. Fate has played many
strange pranks with the men fighting

In Europe, but none perhaps is more
curious than that in which Thomas F.
Trusler figures. Mr. Trusler, who is
stopping at a hotel, was a gunner in
the Third brigade, Canadian field artillery.
The concussion from a shell which
struck the ground near him last winter caused him to lose all recollection
of the past. Consequently, his fiancee
In Montreal mourned him for dead,
and even after he learned his identity
through a scar oa his right foot he did
not remember her or his parents.
However, as he explained recently,
he took his parents' word that they
were his father and mother, and, although he does not recall his 3rst proposal, he said he has fallen In love
all over again with the woman ha was
to havo married and soon he hopes to
make her his bride.
Although Sir Frederick Treves, King
George's surgeon, is said to have attempted to restore his memory by
means of hypnotism, Mr. Trusler, who
is twenty-onyears old, recalls nothing of his past prior to the day his
mind became blank from the concussion, and when he returned to Canada
in the early autumn because of bis
wound it was necessary for him to
relearn the way about his native city
of Montreal and to be introduced to
lifelong boyhood friends and school
mates.
Under Fire at Ypres.
The young gunner went with the
first Canadian contingent which
reached France a year ago. At that
time the German general staff was perfecting its schemes to break through
to Calais by way of Ypres. Mr. Trusler first came under fire near Vlamar-tinghJust west of Ypres. His division was acting as a reserve force.
"I have been told by men who
served with me on my gun that we
all saw a huge German aeroplane fly
over us," Mr. Trusler said. "Soon
thereafter there came a rain of high
explosive shells from a big German
gun. Several of our boys were killed,
and the fact that I was not was a
miracle. One of the shells fell within
ten or twenty feet of me, I was told,
but did not explode. The concussion,
however, was terrific, and It dazed and
stupefied me.
"I remember awakening in a base
hospital with the wounded all about
me. 1 ieit myseu an over ana couia
find nothing smashed, so I sat up in
my cot Then I got out of it and stood
op and asked why I was there. A
physician told me what had happened
to me and sent me back to my brigade,
which he located by the Insignia on
my uniform. When I got back I didn't
teem to recollect anything or anye

body.
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"Some of the men of my gun company saw me and took me back to my
juarters. If was necessary for me to
make friends with companions again.
They called ms 'Howie' a nickname
and soon I became known as 'Howie
trailer.' That fact made It difficult
tor my parents to .locate me, because

She made inquiries
the hospital.
among the officers of my brigade who
remembered 'Trusler' who came out
with the contingent.
"My parents were communicated
with and my mother remembered an
old scar on my foot. Sure enough
the scar was there. Even when I
returned to Montreal I didn't recog
nize my mother and don't yet I
learned I was engaged to be married
before I left for the front and on my
return home my fiancee was at the
station with my mother and father.
I didn't recognize any of them, but
they took me home."
Here Mr. Trusler admitted that he
had fallen in love "all over again" and
with the same girl.
Although the gunner cannot remem
ber what happened before January of
last year, he has a vivid recollection
of what has happened since, and bis
description of the battle of Ypres in
April and of the effect of the poison
gases used by the Germans is most
vivid.

"About five o'clock of the evening
of April 23," he said, "we were get
ting quite bored, for we were in the
reserve force along the Poperinghe
road, three miles west of Ypres. The
dull monotony was rudely broken by
the sudden appearance of swarms of

French colonial troops, Singhalese and
rushing in from the front
trenches, clutching at their throats,
holding their sides, rolling on the
ground, gasping for breath, eyes bloodshot and staring, many of them bleed
ing at the mouth, but most of them
unable to explain the cause of their
peculiar actions.
Asphyxiating Gas Cloud.
Along with them came scores of
refugees, men, women and children,
bearing with them all they could take
from . their
burning and wrecked
At that time we had never
homes.
heard of asphyxiating gas and were at
toss to make out what it all meant
Tne order stand to your arms was
quickly passed along to the reserves.
The Montreal Highlanders were the
first to get on the move. It takes
longer to get artillery wagons on the
move, and while we were working at
feverish haste the Highlanders went
by, each man singing and smiling,
although they must have known that
many of them would never return.
"At seven o'clock the artillery
forces were all ready and waiting
for the order to move forward. I shall
never forget the scene at the moment.
From the city of Ypres there arose
high in the heavens huge jets of
flames, while overhead shells burst
by the hundreds, and In our ears was
the din of falling walls and all sorts
of Indescribable noises.
"When the order came to move forward we urged our horses with a
cheer and a song. It was necessary
for us to make a detour south of Ypres
in order to get to the main road leading to our damaged front. It also
was necessary to cross the Yser canal,
about half a mile south of the town,
on a pontoon bridge. The first gun
got over safely, when along came a
German shell and destroyed it.
"Under a deadly fire, for the Ger
mans had the range, we waited while
the engineers worked to construct another bridge. Two long thick poles
were placed across the narrow canal
and crossways on them timbers and
The second gun
logs were piled.
went across precariously, but the
third was upset by a rolling log, the
cannon carriage falling on one side of
the narrow bridge and the six horses
on the other. While the cannon and
horses seemed to be seesawing this
way and that across the bridge a shell
put an end to all the trouble.
"Then a third bridge was construct-- ,
Zouaves,

mans.
"Each of our shells contained 300
bullets, and at a range of 250 yards
one can readily imagine how the Germans fell. Finally we halted them,
but the German Infantry remained hid
den behind a deep fringe of trees
with their own dead piled up against
them. Our guns could not do effective
work because of the trees. Therefore
we were ordered to use high explosive
shells.
"I shall never forget bow those
shells were brought to us. The horses
on the ammunition supply wagon be
came crazed and ran away. They
dashed within a few yards of the Ger
man lines, and one brave rider no
one ever knew who he was shot the
first two horses dead.
The wagon
rolled over them and him.
Then
there was an explosion, for the wagon,
hit by a shell, was blown to bits. The
explosion wrought havoc among the
Germans and our Infantry, quickly fol
lowing up the advantage, drove the
Teutons out of the woods.
"Meantime our line was badly
pressed near St. Jullen, and after the
arrival of fresh British and Canadians
our battery was ordered there. We
went right Into the town. But on and
on came the Gorman Infantry, and the
retreat was sounded.
Spying Is Dangerous.
"Spying at the front Is the most
dangerous of all occupations," Mr.
Trusler continued.
"The Germans are very clever at It,
and one method of sending news between the lines Is by trained dogs.
One night one of our sentries saw a
dog dart past him. He called to the
animal, thinking the dog would make
an excellent mascot for the battery.
The dog came back and wagged his
tall and the sentry took him to his
quarters.
"The following morning one of the
men remarked on the thickness of the
plain leather collar worn by the dog.
An examination revealed that the collar was hollow, and in it we found a
m&Kge In cipher. Instantly an officer
the dog was put
on a long wire leash and driven out of
camp. He went direct to a barber
shop, where the men were In the habit
of lounging and talking when off duty.
The barber, whom we thought to be a
Belgian, was a German spy and afterward was put to death."
MISS GEORGIA SCHOFIELO
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German infantrymen are here shown in the new white uniform adopted for campaigns in snowy regions.
DECORATING

A

HERO

FRENCH

'1
Archduke Joseph of Austria decorating an Alpine trooper for bravery
on the Isonzo front.

SCOUTS

IN

THE

ARGONNE

fe:'
An incident during a recent fight in the Argonne forest just before the
snow came. This particular wood had changed hands several times. Lately
the French had bombarded It with their heavy guns, and the photograph
Rhows the first French advance guards creeping through the wood from
which it was believed the Germans had been driven.

HERE TO ARRANGE HAITIAN TREATY
Story of Sir W. Raleigh's Visit.
This story Is being told all the
more piquant because it is true concerning the visit of Sir Walter Raleigh, professor of English literature
at Oxford, to the United States. It
seems that an American gentleman in
London wrote to a friend on the other
side, asking him to meet Sir Walter
on his arrival at the pier in New York.
The only description given of Sir Walter was that he was "a very tall man,"
and it so happened that there were
several men to whom the description
applied. When the friend thought that
Sir Walter had come down the gangway, he went up to him and said:
"Excuse me, sir, are you Sir Walter
Raleigh?" The gentleman to whom
this question was put happened to be
a very typical Westerner, and he replied, "No, sir, I'm Christopher Columbus." Canadian American.

Ancient Peanut Politicians.
When our migrating Aryan forefathers sought new homes thoy fed birds
upon seeds that they found In the new
country and noted the effect upon
these and other animals, sometimes
cutting them open and examining the
intestines to see what the food did to
them. As the leaders invested themselves with mystery and importance,
just as peanut politicians, nobles and
other pretentious folk do in our day,
they were too dignified to explain to
the common people why they looked
Miss Schofield's recerit entrance Into Inside the animals for advice whether
the society of the national capital was to settle in that region or not, so the
welcomed enthusiastically, for before ceremony of Intestine examining and
her debut she had been one of the pretending to be able to predict the
most popular of the younger leaders. future was kept up aa a remunerative
take to recent times.
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Pierre Huidecourt and Auguste Moglalre, two of Haiti's most prominent
men, have been sent to Washington to discuss with the state department a
treaty by which tne disorders on the island may be halted. Moglalre, stand
tng, Is minister of finance of the Haitian government and Huidecourt, a lawyer,
was the island's delegate to the second Hague peace tribunal.
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Pitchfork Caught In FodtUr-Cuttln- j
Machine Inflicted Ssfious Injuries
on New Jersey Farmer,
Eugone Potcrson, a
farmer and dulryman. wai terribly Injured In a peculiar accident on bli
farm near hero. He was feeding corn
stalks Into a foddor-cuttlnmachine,
and accidentally stuck bla
pitchfork
into the
flywheel.
The handle of the pitchfork was
twisted from the farmer's hands and,
wnining around, struck blm In the
Jaw, breaking the bone on both sides.
Hurled from the wheel with terriflo
force, the fork struck Peterson and
one of the sharp prongs pierced bis
throat. A farm hand carried him, unconscious, to the farmhouse, where
Doctor Husted of Woodstown temporarily dressed his injuries, and he
then was rushed to a Philadelphia hos
pital. Woodstown (N. J.) DiBpatch
Philadelphia Record.

OF PLOWING

Best Time for Breaking Is Lata
Fall or Early Winter.

well-know-

g

This Really Means,

BENEFITS

Indulgent mothers are those who
permit their children to annoy others.
Wash day is smile rinv if vou um Ked
Cross Ball llliie, Amerieuu made, therefore
llis best made, Adv.

woman will Jump to a conclusion
almost as quickly as she will at a

CALOMEL

IMS
IT'S

1

SICK,

AIIO

A

In Average Case It Is Better to Plow
a Little Too Deep Than Too ShallowWork Must Be Performed
With Some Judgment.

mouse.

The Quinine That Does Not Affect Head
of lit tnnie anil luitivs eYect. I
Pcu BROMO
QL'ININB it better tLn oidluujr
quiuu, sua eta D lento bj toyooe. sjc.
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SHIES

Straighten Up! Don't Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson' s Liver Tone."

AXA-TIV-

Ugh! Calomel makes you sick. Take straighten you right up and make yon
a dose of the vile, dangerous drug to- feel fine and vigorous by morning I
In this arid region the best time to
night and tomorrow you may lose a want you to go back to the store and
A woman would have no use for
do the breaking is In the winter when
day's work.
get your money. Dodson's Liver Tons
the ground Is not frozen and Is reason- money except for the fact that it will
Calomel Is mercury or quicksilver is destroying tbe sale of calomel beold thing she sets her which causes necrosis of the bonts.
buy almost
cause it is real liver medicine; entireably moist for the work. The advan- heart on. any
are
of
that
winter
Calomel, when it comes into contact ly vegetable, therefore it cannot salitages
early
plowing
time can well be spared for the work,
with sour bile crashes into it, break- vate or make you sick.
MITATION IS SINCERF.ST FLATTERY
the days are cool on teams, and extra but like
when you feel that
I guarantee that one spoonful of
counterfeit money tbe imita- ing it up. This is
awful nausea and cramping. If you Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
plowing done now will better equalize tion has not the worth of the
original.
nelabor of the year and prevent the
Insist on "La Creole" Hair Dressing-- it's feel sluggish and "all knocked out," if sluggish liver to work and clean your
cessity for rush In the spring, when so
the original. Darkens your hair in your liver is torpid and bowels consti- bowels of that sour bile and constimany different things are crowding in the natural way, but contains no dys. pated or you have headache, dizziness,
waste which is clogging your
for attention, writes Henry Andrews Fries 11.00. Adv.
coated tongue, if breath is bad or pated
in Denver Field and Farm. Some of
stomach sour. Just try a spoonful of system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
the land plowed In late fall and early
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
Willing to Try.
when weakness is manifested in
Mrs. Peck They've talked over
Liver Tone will keep your entire famneed
be
to
will
not
winter
Go
to
Here's
replowed
One
ray
any
guarantee
woman
ancan
fond
be
verv
of
the Stomach, Liver or Bowels.
miles by wireless. I wonder if drug store or dealer and get a
ily feeling fine for months. Cive it to
Lother if they are evhundred miles next spring, but if some of it must be
plowed again the labor will be well you could bear me that far away, bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. Take your children. It Is harmless; doesn't
5-- apart.
a spoonful tonight and if it doesn't gripe and they like its pleasant taate.
spent. There Is seldom any danger Henry?
but often much good In stirring the
Henry Peck (wistfully) I wonder!
soil often. In fact the productive caJudge.
Remember This, Fellows.
A man never knows what a woman
pacity of many soils would be mateOne may forgive foolishness, but thinks of him nor does she.
ALWAYS LOOK YOUR BEST
rially Increased by a double plowing
that doesn't overcome the annoyance
for each crop planted. This is espeit imposes. Lt. Louis
Red Cross Ball Blue, made in America,
As to Your Hair and Skin by Using
therefore the best, delights tbe bousewite.
cially true with heavy soils.
All good grocers. Adv.
But what about deep plowing in
Cuticura. Trial Free.
Imoortflnf fa Wnthan
winter or at any time of the year? In
Examine carefully every bottle ol
Enforcement.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
the average ease it Is certainly better
" 'Peace on earth' is my motto."
despite what some of the Washington Ointment to soothe and heal. These Infants and children, and see that it
"It's a good motto. But good mot
emollients preBears the
experts told us at tho Dry Farming fragrant,
toes are as bard to enforce as good
congress to plow a little too deep serve the natural purity and beauty Signature of
laws."
rather than a little too shallow. How- of the skin under conditions which, If In Use For Over 30 Years.
ever extra deep plowing must be done neglected, tend to produce a state of Children
Cry for Fletchera Castoris.
Precocious.
Some soils will be irritation and disfigurement.
with Judgment.
"What would your mother say if she
Free
sample each by mail with Book.
greatly benefited while others may posDubious.
saw you doing that, little hoy?"
sibly be injured by it. Any soil that Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
"What's the picture man doing now,
"How's any man going to tell in adIs full of humus and Is black and deep Boston. Sold everywhere. Ady.
ma?"
vance what a woman's going to say?"
Is benefited by extra deep plowing at
"Hush, child! He's going to put on
Proved.
any time. Thin soils with only a few
"One-eyed- "
Winston was a negro another slide of the Panama canal."
Pure Fiction.
Inches of humus near the surface
"There is no romance left In this
should be deepened gradually. The preacher in Virginia, and his ideas of
Wasted Language.
subsell of such land Is sterile or near '.neology and human nature were often
prosaic age." "No? Did you never
A private of a regiment "somewhere
acA
thus
very
hear Simpklns tell bow popular be is
original.
so.
gentleman
a
of
this
If
ly
large proportion
In France" quite fancied himself as a with the ladles?"
sterile subsoil Is turned up to the sur costed the old preacher one Sunday:
French soldier. He used the phrases
, Hospitals are great' and necessary institutions, but
they face at one plowing, the fertility of "Winston, I understand you believe he
had picked up on every possible
woman
seven
should be the, last resort for women who suffer with ills
has
devils.
every
Now,
or
the seedbed may be diluted
weak
Object Matrimony.
occasion.
bow
can
it?"
you prove
"So you don't believe in advertising,
ened unless manure Is applied to bring
peculiar to their sex. Many letters on file in the Pinkham
One
he
a
confidential
with
day
got
"Well, Bah, did you ebber read in de
eh?" scornfully remarked the
It In. On thin land the surface hu
Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., prove that a great number of
business man.
mus should not be buried so deeply Bible how de seben debbels were cast chum who really knew something of
the language, and asked:
'j women after they have been recommended to submit to an
"No, I don't," insisted his
that germinating seeds and young outer Mary Magdalene?"
"I say. Bill, wot does this word
"Oh, yes, I've heard of that."
roots cannot easily reach It. On such
neighbor. "I got my wife that way."?
operation have oeen made well by Lydia E. Pinkham's
'vewallah
"Did
(volla) mean?"
ebber
hear
'em
of
you
Is
being
land
the
where
done,
Judge.
deep
plowing
Vegetable Compound. Here are three such letters. All
"Oh, Just 'behold,' or "there you
furrow should be turned to stand on cast outer any other woman, Bah?"
sick women should read them.
are,' " was the reply.
I
never
Not His Fault.
did."
"No,
rather
than
turned
edge
completely
"Crlckey!" exclaimed the first Tom"How long did you work in your
"Well, den, de udders still got "em
over to bury the top soil and leave
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Marinette. Wis. MI went to the doctor and
my. "An", 'ere's me bin usln' the word last place?"
yet."
only sterile hardpan at the surface.
he told me I must have an operation for a female
for weeks an' weeks, thinkin' as I
"Three months."
Is
At
the
this
article
time
being
trouble, and I hated to have it done as I had been
was
swearin in French!"
Then you
Not
Old
the
Crowd.
"Only three months!
Surely
married only a short time. 1 would have terrible
written, the first week of November,
hold
were
not
down
able
to
said
"Ah,
the
my
your Job?"
millionaire,
am
boy,"
field
a
of
soli
adobe
thin
were
hands
feet
cold
all
and
and
preparing
the
my
pains
Lord Byron an Idol in Greece.
"No, sir."
for plowing. This field has been In "I hear that you are going the pace
time. I took Lvdia . Pinkham's Vegetable Com- There is at least one Englishman
"I thought as much."
I
pasture. It Is fairly well covered with that kills."
pound and was cured, and I feel better in every
for
whom
Greek
"Pshaw!
"I was working In a powder mill.
never
affection
Don't
believe
has
now
from
Is
animals.
everything
war. I frive you permission to publish my name
the
It
droppings
I
because I am bo thankful that feel well again."
being covered with a thin coating of you bear, dad," answered the gilded wavered Lord Byron. Not only .is Several tons of powder exploded unMrs. Fred Behnke, Marinette, Wis.
stable manure. As soon as it is cov youth. "I've been told that my esca ho commemorated in Greece by stat der my Job."
it will be disked and plowed about pades are nothing as compared to ues and street names, but his portrait
ered
Ttatrnit Mifih. ."When I first took Lvdia E.
War Spares the De Reazkes.
Inches deep with four horses to yours when you were a young man." Is to be found everywhere, even In tho
I
eight
was
so
run down
Pinkham's Veeetable Compound I
most unlikely places. W. Miller, in
Jean de Rcszke has written to a
"Ahem!
I er
absurd.
a
That's
not
If
Is
the
draft
plow.
with female troubles that I could not do anything, and our doctor
his "Greek Life in Town and Coun- friend In this city he has news from
too heavy It will be plowed nine or Who have you been running with,
said I Would have to undergo an operation. I could hardly walk
tells how he came upon a por- his native Poland to the effect that
try,"
ten
inches
After
this
thin
deep.
layer
the
read
what
about
without help so when I
Vegetable Compound aqd
of the poet In a provincial res- his properties have not suffered very
trait
been
will
It
has
to
be
allowed
plowed
I got a bottle of
it had done for others I thought I .would try
taurant. The moment he took notice much from the war and in their proHe in rough furrows all winter to
Best Place.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a package of Lydia E.
of it "the proprietor, a stout, prosaic vince complete calm reigns. He says
want
"I
advertisement
next
my
weather.
put
Wash
directions.
to
used
them
and
Sanative
Pinkham's
according
Later in the winter when the ground to pure reading matter."
looking man, whom no one would have that while his brother Edouard has
They helped me and today I am able to do all my work and I am welL"
"All right; we'll put It right next suspected of sentiment, stepped to suffered from rheumatism he is now
is frozen, stable manure Is to be
Mrs. Taos. Dwyer, 989 Milwaukee Ave, East, Detroit, Mich.
hauled and scattered over the entire to the most sensational murder on ward tbe picture, clasped his bands beginning to mend. He also wishes
In pathetic gesture, and with a far to thank his American friends for
Bellevue, Pa. " I suffered more than tongue can tell with terrible
field. bi the spring all Is to be plowed the page."
bearing down pains and inflammation. I tried several doctors and
away look in his eyes, stood for a time their interest and sympathy, and adds
over again to a depth of about six
People who pay compliments never in rapt admiration of the great Phil- - that he has resumed his teaching of
they au told me the same story? that I never could get well without
inches. In this way organic matter
an operation and I just dreaded the thought of that I also tried a
hellene."
will have been given to the subsoil wait for the bill collector to call.
singing in Paris.
none
rood many other medicines that were recommended to me andPink-hamconsiderable
and
be
will
a
quantity
E.
's
of them helped me until a friend advised me to give Lydia
mixed with all of the top soil to sup
Vegetable Compound a trial The first bottle helped, I kept
the humus already there. This
plement
Bick
is
and
more
be
to
it
I
what
know
any
taking it and now I don't
field
Is
to be planted to corn next
145
pounds.
am picking up in weight I am 20 years old and weigh
spring. An
variety
have
can
me
the
to
if
I
oppor.
the
be
will
pleasure
greatest
It
will be used and the corn will be re
Miss
Ibimx
woman."
other
to
recommend
it
suffering
any
tunity to
moved early for tolling, so that the
Fboelichir, 1923 Manhattan St, North Side, Bellevue, Pa.
land may be further prepared and
write to Lydia E. Pinkham
If yon would like special advice
seeded to wheat the first of next
Med. Co. (confidential ),Lynn, Mass. Your letter will be opened,
September. I will get some spent
read and answered by a woman and held in strict confidence
lime from the sugar factory and put
on a layer of it In the spring. The
How to Work It.
Citing an Exception.
will be deep and thorough, In
I
Bobbs
wish I could get my wife
Hoiny But what is the use in argu- disking
to come home,; but she'll stick till the ing the matter. One can't get more order to cut the manure finely and to
mix it well with the soil to make the
last dance Is over.
out of a bottlo than there is In it.
of uniform texture as well aa
seedbed
Dobbs I'll tell you how to do It.
Omar Oh, I don't know. I had a
Bobbs How?
bottle containing a quart of liquor deep and fertile. The lime will be ap
Dobbs Just dance three times In once, and I got a big head and a 10 plied primarily for the future crops,
yet it Is intended that It will so help
succession with the pretty girl In the One out of it the nest morning.
the corn. The productiveness and
bright red dress, and she'll take you
' home in a
of heavy, stiff soils may be
friability
hurry.
A love match generally lasts about
Improved by deep plowing and work
as long as a fellow can hold it without
ing Into the manure and other trash,
A small boy knows more about his burning his fingers.
by
plowing In the fall and winter for
big sister In a minute than a young
freezing to break up the stiffness and
man can find out during a year's
some
time
Every
people bury the by liming.
hatchet they dig up a hammer.
courtship.

PERFECT DIGESTION

AND

ASSIMILATION Of FOOD
LIVER ACTIVITY
BOWEL REGULARITY
RICH, RED CL003

TRY

HOSTETTEITS
Stomach Dittors

rapidly-revolvin-

0

Globe-Democr-

super-cream-

y

These Three Women Tell How They
Escaped the Dreadful Ordeal of
Surgical Operations.

sad-eye- d

(
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'
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I

two-hors- e

it

early-maturin-

OQ YOU GET UP WITH A

UHE

BACK?

HMHMSHMiMMW

Have You Rheumatism, Kidney, Liver or
v
;

Bladder Trouble?

HARD

SPRING

Introduced Into Northern Great Plains
About Middle of Last Century-T- wo
Chief Varieties.
Hard spring wheat, although introduced Into the northern great plains
of this country and Canada about the
middle of the last century, did not
become firmly established as a profitable 'crop until after 1870, coincident
with the introduction of the purifier
and roller mill.
There are two chief varieties Fife
and Bluostem. The Fife was the first
to be established. It is a little mors
hardy than the Bluestem and haa a
The kernel
slightly harder kernel.
is particularly distinguished by Its
greater breadth in proportion to
length and by Its very broad groove.
The Fife has white bare chaff and the
Blustem white velvet chaff. Both varieties have red kernels and no beards

Pain or dull ache in the back is often night, irritation, sediment, etc.
evidence of kidney trouble. It is Nature's
Lack of control, smarting, urio acid,
timely warning to show you that the track diuinets, indigestion, sleeplessness, nervf health is not clear.
ousness, sometimes the heart acts badly,
;
rheumatiim, bloating, lack of ambition,
Danger Signals.
If ties danger signals are unheeded may be loss of flesh, sallow complexion. Bore serious results may be expected;
Prevalency of Kidney Disease,
kidney trouble in its wont form may steal
Most people do not realize the alarm
upon you.
Thousands of people have teittfied that ing increase and remarkable prevalency
the mild and immediate effect of Swamp of kidney disease. While kidney disorders are among the most' common
Root, the great kidney, liver and bladder
diseases that prevail, they are sometimes
remedy is soon realiied that it stands the
last recognised by patients, who
the highest for its remarkable curative
If very often content themselves with doctor
effect in the most distressing caees.
you need a medicine, you ahould have the ing the effects, while the original disease
beat.
may constantly undermine the system.
t
and
size
Regular
Lams Back.
bottles at all drug stores.
Lame back is only one of many symp'
Don't make any mistake, but remember
ki,lnv trouble, Other svmp
and
Bad Habit of Horse.
torn showing that you may need Swamp-Ro- the name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-RooN. Y- - which
A horse that will pull or rub off his
are, being subject to embarrassing the address. Binshamton,
' and frequent bladder troubles day and you will find on every bottle.
halter Is a nuisance and the habit Is
SPECIAL NOTE Tou may obtain a sample sizeY.bottle of Swamp-Ro- the by enclosing the result of the carelessness of man.
This gives you
opportunity
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N.
to provs the remarkable merit of this medicine. They will also send you a book of
Soil Mulch Saves Moisture.
valuable information, containing many of the thousands of grateful letters received
In order to prevent the loss of mols
to be just the remedy needed
from men and women who aay they found Swamp-Roo- t
art o ture from nature's reservoir a dam
in kidney, liver and bladder troubles. The value and success of Swamp-Koo- t
well known that our readers are advised to send for a sample site bottle. Address Dr. hag been provldod in tbe soil mulch.
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing be swre and mention this paper.
fifty-cen-

one-doll-

t,

Swamped

WHEAT ORIGIN

-

When a man's efficiency is on the decline when after a long day of effort the
mass of work still stares him in the face it's time to find out what's wrong.
Frequently a lack of certain necessary nutritive elements, in the daily diet, lessens
mental and physical activity. A prime factor in efficiency is right feeding.
No food supplies, in such splendid proportion, all the rich nourishment of the
field grains, for keeping the mental and physical forces upbuilt and in trim, as

Made of whole wheat and malted barley, this famous pure food supplies the
vital mineral salts, often lacking in the ordinary daily diet, but imperative in building sturdy mental, physical and nervous energy.
Then, too, there's a wonderful return of power for the small effort required in
the digestion of Grape-Nut- s,
which, with cream or goocl milk, supplies complete
v
nourishment

s,

.

'There's a Reason"
for Grape-Nut- q
Sold
,

.

by Grocers everywhere,

r
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Dr. W.

Mew Jti

UgaftO.

Practici Li:te to
UttmH eCetef at Caa Jo
4 Cye, Ei Stt9 6 Threat
tsst art
Oat-M-

ai

'Subscription oat dollar per year
AJrerttrlaf rates twaiaA4 to
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Tucurucari, New Mexico.

Couxty Officers

I

JESSE T, WHITE
U. S. Commissiofier.

J. F. Ward.

Sheriff

New Mexico.
San Jon,
D. . Finegans.
Treasarei Let G. Pearsoa.
Probate Judge J. D. Cutttp.
TaW. 0. W, meets each sec
Assessor J. L. Briscoe.
and fourth Saturday. Visitor
sMr.
Schoolof
Superinteadeat
sowvrigrn welcomed.
J. A. Atkins, C. C
Pack.
C. L.Oweo, Clerk.
Surveyor A. R. Moses.

Probate Clerk
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Pea Ccoh
Uo havo ov.r WO mono
Suits that Oust bo sold, at
onco rogardoss of prioo.
If you wear this kind of
Clothos, it will payyou to
soe us.

PRENTICE

AotorxrY at Law
vQiftce next to Land Office.

Foreman

F. White

BARGAINS

Office, first stairway east of the
Vorenberg Hotel.
New Max.
TircvMCAm,

i

;td

53H:1

1

:

y

I.

iraiTAn

First District W. 8. fleeter.
Sccoad District Fred Waltber.
Third District T. C. Collins.

Herring Building

TrjCUMCARI, NEW MEX.
All surgical and medical eases re
ceived, except contagious diseases.
Competent nurses in attendance

Register R. P. Don oboe.

dv

Felipe Sanchez y Baca.

Keceiver

nd

Dr. B.F.
130

A. HCattBrson
Residence Phone
9- 9-

T ft M TIME TABLE.

HerrlDf-D- r.

No.

2

106

RfiUJaiLKtlU VEiEKINARI

DAILT EXCEPT SuKDA?.

pi, Local Frt.West

:a5

Hats,

M. S.CALDWELL.

DAILY.

No. A. Fassenrer West :ai km
No. 42. Passenger East 5:oo a.m.

in Pants, Shoes, PAW XfeLi
etc.

Just received a car of Old Homestead Flour, which is a
Patent and better than ever before. Every sack fully Guaranteed. Price $3.55 perewt.

nh

HOSPITAL PHONE

.

assm

PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL

COMMISSIONER

Also many bargains

I

AWW

AN.
arewB" practicioners

ERINAR

L

Ko. pa. Local Frt. East 8:a7 a.- -.
O.R. DENTON, Agent,

MEDICAL

VF""NKTLY

AN

J0N'

!
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SELL

WE

EVERYTHING.

ASSOCIATION.

LoCATSD

C. L. OWEN & Co;

At

NE W MEXICO.
vvacon

I ARD,

War With Mexico

Is

a Very Much Debated

'

.1

i

b.t Evefybociy Benton County II
urser0 Co., Rogers,
"
That The ' '
.,..

Question
Agrees

'

-

e

v

'
1

'

'
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Arkansas
;

.

Is the place to buy the best birr tins in strictly first class, biih crrade. state inspected, fruit trees, berry plants, rrape vines, ornamentals, etc, for bpring pianti&it. Uive us about nte minutes
lof your time and be convinced that, we. are offeriac yoa the fjreatest bargains you were ever ofitred in ntfrsery stock.
We are located in the very heart of the Otarks, in one of the finest fruit sec
of
world.
Benton
the
Oir trees are propagated from the
in
bears
the whole world for' the area it covers.
the distinction of havinc more acres in fruit than any place
Jtioas
County Arkansas,
finest varieties of fruits and healthiest trees crown. Thcv are first cless in everv resrsect. Guirahteed. They are grown by an expert nersefyman, a man who has been on this job more than
(quarter of a century. This stock must move for Spring planting or go on the brush pile anil be burned. Bslow are the' varieties we an oNeridc and the prices' cut half into.
.

f

Apples

,

fio to 600
500 and up
In Lots of 1 to 60
2 to 3 ft was We now 8c was 12c now 6o wac 8c now 4c
8 to 4 ft. was 25c now 12o was 30c now 10c was 16c now 8c
4 to 6 ft . as ItOo tow 15c was 2.r c uo 12o was 20c now 10c
6400 ' Henrv Clay
Very early
Yellow Transparent
1350
Veiy early
1700
Early Harvest
Very early
Livcland Raspberry
2150
Early summer
Wilson Red June
3200
Early summer
750
Stribbling June
Early summer
Maiden. Blush
3450
Early summer
Red Astracbau
Late summer
6150
Horse Apples
Late summer
900
Summer Queen
Late summer
240
Late summer
Imperial. Rambo
350
Fall wiaesap
1400
Early fall
Wealthy
3175
Early fall
Coats
Rusty
,7uo
Early fall
Early, winter
$125' Grimes Golden
Rome Beauty
,7000
Early winter
Jonathan
laooo
Early winter
Shannon Pippin
4000
Early winter
Yellow Newtoa Pippin
Late winter
3375
Delicious
Late winter
15000
Gano
Late winter
7800
Ben Davis
8000
Late winter
Late winder
30000
Stayman Winesap
Mammoth
Late winter
Black Twig
1,4600
Arkansas Black
Late winter
13500
Late winter
Issrain
7000
Late winter
3000.' , Shschley
Limber Twigs
Late wiuter
3100
Huntsman Favorite
Late winter
qogo
Late winter
8500 ' Baldwin
,
' 6000
Missouri Pippin
Late winter
Bananna
Late winter
7500
York Imperial
Late winter
5oo
Golden Sweet
Summer
375
"
Paradise Sweet
Wiotei
600
,
Florence Crab
ttoo
Early winter
Whitney Crab
Early winter
300
.

Eakly Ozark, Eureka.,
Ever Bearing sorts, too, $2.00 fio.oo per 1003.
Grapes in lots of t to 50 wis 15c, now toe: 50 to

500, was ioc, sow 6c; 500 and up was 6 now 4c
1310
Moores Early Catawba, Concord, Niagara.
50 to W9
In lots of 1 to 50
500 and up
2 to 3 ft was lie now 7c was 12c now ftc was 80 how 4c
3 to 4 ft. was 20c now 10c was lGc now c was 12c now 6c
4 to 6 ft was 25c now 12c was 20c now 10c was 16c now 8c

3000
15000
1350
1000
700
1500
00
750
9000

600
600

:ooo
1800

IS50
7000
5000
20900
35O0

4600
5003
8000
3030
15000
9000
750
5000
4500
10000
7000
8500
3500
4500

1100

plants 00c;

WrrcpxLL
AH pw.

.txyrou

fiU

A4

1750
1700

xooo, I3.50; 10,000 f.35.

Early, Exct lsior, Klondike

Aroma,

1

to ait.

60

to

500

Montmorency

English Morilla

Sweet Cherries

and up

In lots of 1 to 60
60 to500
500 and Op i
to 4ft was 3o, now 15c was 25, uow 12c was 20, now 106
Very Early to 6ft was 50, now 25c was 40, now 20o was JO, now 15
Koonce
Early 2100
Summer
Mid Season 3400
Baartlett
Summer
Late aoo
Clapps Favorite
Summer
650
Aajou
Summer
Garber's
J500
FaH
Flemish Beauty
tioo
Fall
Early 4000
Keitfers
Winter
Mid Season
500

was 40 now 20c was

Dytbouse
Early Richmond

1900
735
364

Reaches

Stxawberrxis By Thi Million
100,

Shears
In Lots of 1 to td
3 to 4ft. was 50 now 25c

20

now

10c

Clack Tartarian
Very Early Semi Cling 4460
Lambert
340
Clinc
Very Early Smi
Late
Winds or
Very Early Free Stone XZ20
Very Early Cling Stone
Snecd
Very Early Cling Stone
Eureka
Very Early Free Stone
Waddell
Early Free Stoae
so to fvoo
In lots of 1 to 54
SoOatrAnp
Alton
Early Free Stoae 3 to 4ft. was 30 now 15c was 25 now He was 20 now 10c
Mamie Ross
Early Semi Cling 975
Red Juae
Very Early
Carman
Early Free Scone X20O
Very Early
Wildgoose'
Champion
Early Free Stone 5100
Abundance
Early
Arp Beauty
Early Free Stone 2too
Burbaak
Early
Fitzgerald
Early Free Stone 3000
Late
Wixon.
Mid Season Free Stoae
Belie of Ga.
Late
Blae Damson
40
Crawford Early Mid Season Free Stoae
Gold
Early
975
Stump the world Mid Season Free Stone
German
Prunes
Early
Old Mixon cling Mid Season Clia Stans L ino
Mid Season Free Stoae
Elberta
Mountain Rose Mid Sa$oo Free Stone
Mid Season Cling Stone
Heath Cliog
Crawford Late Mid Seasou Free Stone
Late Free Stone
Captain Edc
Field grown;: leading varieties. Were 50c
Late Free Stone Roses.
Crosby
"
now 5C Tube Rosea, bulbs 9c
Elberta Cling
Late Cling Stone
'
Gold Dust
Late Uing Stone Cankas: All colers; were 20, now 15c
Late Cling Stone Butterfly Busk: was 50, now 25c
Salway
Late Elberta
Late Free Stone Ferns, were 50, now 25c
Red Indian
Late Cling Stone
Geraniums: were to,' now 5c.
White English
Late Cling Stone
were 35. bow 20c.
Heath Cling
Late Cliog Stone Soft Marlks, 6to8ft.j
Henrietta
Late Cling Stone Tulip PoPtARS, 6 to 8 ft., were 40, bow 20c.
Stenson Oct.
Very Late Free Stone Carolina Poplars, 6 to 8 ft., were 25, now 15c.
Krummel Oct.
Very Late Cling Stone Cal. Privktis, 2 to 3 ft- - wer 6 B!w 4C.
Mid Season Free Stone
Elberta
Early
Arborvitak, 2 to 3 ft., was $1.00 now 45c.
Mamoth Cling
Latest of all Send
your order for frost Proof Cabbage plant
Hate (Million Dollar Peach) Free Stone
'
Price Guaranteed.
Hale and Early Elberta, were 45 now 20c
Mayflower
Red Bird
Greensboro
Alexander

-

,

.

,

Ornamental Plants

,

.

3
4

Winter Nellis

79

Winter

Price 3 to 4 ft. was 25, now mc. Carif
Golden, Superb, Moorepark.
Rhubarb, or Pieplant, was 10, now 6c.
was 10, now 5c.
Asparagus,
Gooseberries, ia lots of one to 50, was Jo, now
5Ci 50 to 500, was 15c, now pc,"
Downing,
Houghton, Industry.'
Ccrrantb. were 10c now. 6c,
Red Dutch
Fay'a Prolific. ..
Raspbrrries, in lots of 1 to 50, was 5 now' 3c; $i
to 500 was 4, now 2c; 500 and up. Was 3, now
x
Cumberland blk, Gregg blk , Miller
Red
Blackberries, ia lots of x to 50, was 5, now 3c
50 to 500, was 3 now a it ac 500 and up, wM
Apricots

C

ajc now xXc

Early Harvest, Snyder, Kittatihy

Mercereau, Rathbun.
was ioc now 6c.
Himalaya,
5. OW iC 50t0$00
OEWtERRIES, lots X tO
was 3, now 2 ia; sco and up, was a x2, now
1
Austin, Improved, Lucretia.
:

-

5i

WBS X0C HOW 5C
JONEBERRIEB,
WRS 20C HOW pC.
LOOANBERRIES,

Champion
to 4ft., was 35 now 15c
Orange.
Mulbkrries, 3 to 4ft.i was 30, now 15c, New Ever.
bearing and Russian.'
now 30c.
Japanese Prrsimon, 3 to 4ft.,- was
'
..
Mikado, Iriiperial.
or
budded
shell,
Stuart,
grafted.
paper
Pecans,
Pabtt, Schley, a to 3 ft.i was li.soaow 90c.

Quinces,

3

-

5i

.

atock has been inspected, by the State Nursery laspector and found to be absolutely free from all insects and diseases. All stock is fumigated before leaving the Nursery. Our shipping season.beWa
pay the freight or
March the aoth. Send in your order now, don't wait, as the first in is first served. If we am out of any varieties you order may we substitute with one as near it aa possible?
be
satisfied.
In answering
must
our
GUARANTEE
And
remember
cash:
is,
with
you
We
five
the
on
allow
orders
or
more.
discount
all
to
occorapaoied
.
on ojrders amounting Is 00
percent
Business.
for
Yours
ev
saw
if. We gparantee
ia what

cjtts

ftwyw

Eenstbn County Nursery Co. Rogers, Arkansas.

'
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